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Тест для стюардесс по 
английскому
Вставьте слова вместо пропусков: approximately, children, choosing, drop down, 
electronic devices, emergency exits, emergency landing, emergency procedures, 
flight, locate, luggage, mouth, nearest exit, onboard, position, pressure loss, 
prohibited, safety sheet, seatbelts, strap

1. Ladies and gentlemen, welcome ____ Flight 4B7 with service from Moscow to San 
Francisco.

2. We are currently third in line for take-off and are expected to be in the air in ____ 
seven minutes time.

3. We ask that you please fasten your ____ at this time and secure all baggage 
underneath your seat or in the overhead compartments.

4. We also ask that your seats and table trays are in the upright ____ for take-off.

5. Please turn off all personal ____, including laptops and cell phones.

6. Smoking is ____ for the duration of the flight.

7. Thank you for ____ Mountain Airlines.

8. Enjoy your ____!

9. Ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of the crew I ask that you please direct your 
attention to the monitors in front of you as we review the ____.

10. There are 8 ____ on this aircraft.

11. Please take a minute to ____ the emergency exit closest to you.

12. Note that the ____ may be behind you.

13. Should the cabin experience sudden ____, stay calm and listen for instructions 
from the cabin crew.

14. Oxygen masks will ____ from above your seat.

15. Place the mask over your ____ and nose, like this.

16. Pull the ____ to tighten it.

17. If you are traveling with small ____, make sure that you secure your own mask first 
before helping your children with theirs.

18. In the unlikely event of an ____ and evacuation, life rafts are located below your 
seats and emergency lighting will lead you to your closest emergency exit.

19. We ask that you make sure that all carry-on ____ is stowed away safely during the 
flight.

20. While we wait for takeoff, please take a moment to review the airline ____ in the 
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seat pocket in front of you.
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Ответы на тест для стюардесс по английскому

1. onboard

2. approximately

3. seatbelts

4. position

5. electronic devices

6. prohibited

7. choosing

8. flight

9. emergency procedures

10. emergency exits

11. locate

12. nearest exit

13. pressure loss

14. drop down

15. mouth

16. strap

17. children

18. emergency landing

19. luggage

20. safety sheet
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